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From Your President

Convention 2003 Update

irst of all, I want to welcome and congratulate our
two new members of the Board of Directors, Larry
Riddle and Paki Sukwattana. Both Larry and Paki
are long time members of the Guang Ping Yang
T'ai Chi Association. They are active and staunch supporters of
our activities who will bring good ideas, fresh perspectives,
and new experiences to the board. So, to Paki and Larry, let
me say: Glad your joining the fun!

ell everyone, we are nearing in on the 2003
Guang Ping Yang Tai Chi Convention to be
held in Tannersville, PA. on September 26,
27, and 28, 2003. This weekend, Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday, will be packed with great workshops, old
Guang Ping friends, and new friends to practice, learn and enjoy
some Tai Chi with.

This year we marked the 20th anniversary of the passing of
Master Kuo Lien Ying at the annual memorial held around his
birthday, at his long time teaching location in Portsmouth
Square, San Francisco. The very successful remembrance was
organized this year by Masters Donald and Cheryl Lynne
Rubbo, and Grandmaster Henry Look. We all owe them a vote
of thanks for making certain that this important date did not
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This east coast conference will feature the following presentÌ Henry Look Hsing Yi Chuan, Yang Tai Chi Saber & Internal Judging Certification
Ì Yang Fu Kui Fa Li in Yiquan & Hsing Yi & Chin Na
Internal & External Applications
Ì Randy Elia Guang Ping Silk Reeling & Tai Chi Spear
Ì Dominick Ruggieri Guang Ping Applications & Tai Chi
Feather Boxing
Ì Nina Sugawara & Rick Barrett Energetic Coherence in
Chi Gong
Ì Nick D’Antoni Push Hands-Getting Started & Open Push
Hands Clinic
(Continued on page 2)
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pass by without notice.
Attendance at the memorial was excellent this year. The
Guang Ping Yang Tai Chi Association Board was represented
by Fu-tung Cheng, Grandmaster Henry Look and myself.
Yours in Peace and Practice - Nic k
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Ì Peggy Simmone Tai Chi for the Disabled
Ì Dr. Jay Dunbar The Hundred Day Program; Making
Possible the Impossible & Knee Safety.
Don’t forget, you can enroll NOW by visiting the Guang
Ping website at www.guangpingyang.org and clicking on
Convention 2003. Everything you need is there. If you want
The Association would like to take this time to give special
to mail your registration, you can download all of the matethanks to:
rial onto your computer and print it off.
Ì Nick D'Antoni- {contributor}
Your convention registration includes your meals Friday,
Ì John Hall - {contributor}
Saturday, and Sunday. If you decide to come for the day because you can’t make the entire conference, you can still preÌ Donald Hediger - {contributor}
register.
Ì Laura J. Iwan - {contributor}
Pass the word to your students, friends, and anyone who
Ì Steven J. Karpen - {donor}
you know that does Tai Chi as this is a great event.
Ì Jeannie B. Miller - {patron}
For questions please feel free to call any of the board
Ì Scott Schneider - {donor}
members or Dominick Ruggieri at 732-920-0605.
The above have contributed donations to the association in addition to their annual membership or just to support the organization.
Thank you again for your thoughts and support.

It’s Official!
Well, the ballots are in, and the votes have been counted.
Larry Riddle and Paki Sukwattana are the newest members of the
Guang Ping Yang Tai Chi Associations Board of Directors.

CONGRATULATIONS!!!
The rest of the board is looking forward to them joining the
board, and to welcoming them in person at the annual conference.
You can extend your own personal welcome to Paki and Larry
when you see them in Pennsylvania. Their terms of office officially begin at the annual meeting, held each year at the conference. This year’s business meeting will be held Saturday evening
after dinner, so be sure to be there to welcome and congratulate
them.
And to all of you who voted: Thanks for making our first full
election a success!
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GPYTCA Co-Sponsors Master Yung Chung Chiang
Shares About Guang Ping Yang & More By Valarie Prince Gabel

I

first met Master Y.C. Chiang about 6 years ago.
Not long after that I had the privilege of meeting
his wife Master Liu. My impression of them was
of two gracious individuals who had great skill and
knowledge.

I was also fortunate enough to take a few classes at the
Wen Wu School while Master Chiang was still teaching. After class the students gather in the little kitchen and have tea
with their teacher. When he stepped out for a minute I looked
at the other students, mouth agape, and asked if they knew at
all how very, very lucky
they were to be casually
sitting around with such
a wonderful teacher at
the head of the table.
Over the next several
years I have also had the
pleasure of taking a few
lessons with his advanced students and
teachers. Fu Tung
Cheng and Allen
Trigueiro come fondly to
mind. I have also been
able to attend several of
the Guang Ping Association conferences which
fosters the sharing, learn ing and hands on experience of our form.
However, until the weekend of July 12 & 13, I had not
had the opportunity to witness and participate in an event,
lasting several hours at a time, centered strictly on Shrfu and
Shrmu's teaching. The workshop truly gave me the opportunity to drink in the essence of who they are and what they are
about. The event was held in Orange County, California at
Irvine Community College and was hosted by JoAnna
Schoon, one of the Association's National Advisors and a Tai
Chi teacher at the college. Since I am a tai chi student/teacher
my focus was mainly on Master Chiang although I could appreciate the grace and beauty of Master Liu's Dayan Chi
Kung and tea ceremony.
At 81 Master Chiang is a living example of what correct
living and correct attitude makes possible. He did a demo nstration of White Crane form on Saturday much to the delight
of all present. The first movement involves dropping to a
level so that thighs are level with the ground (low horse
stance), and holding that position for longer then I personally
would be comfortable holding. Shrfu did so with apparent

ease. Of course, the rest of the form was executed with a power
that seemed unending. And this is at 81! We have all heard the
wonders of the power of practicing with chi over long periods of
time........it is true!! And he shows no signs of stopping. I must
also add that Master Liu's demonstration of the 2nd set of the
Wild Goose form was absolutely breathtaking.
There is a definite reason this man wears the title of Master.
He is an extremely educated and cultured human being. He is a
doctor of acupuncture, an herbalist, world renowned painter and
calligrapher. As JoAnna says "What has always struck me about
Shrfu is the breadth and
depth of his knowledge.
He excels in the Martial
Arts, in Ch inese Painting,
in Calligraphy, in TCM,
and in good virtue. Wen
Wu School offers the best
of Chinese Culture, and its
name refers to that: Wen
referring to culture, and
Wu referring to the martial
arts."
Over two days, 5 hours
total, he also demonstrated
each of the Yang Guang
Ping forms replete with
application explanation
and error corrections. He
had everyone spellbound
as he performed each
movement effortlessly. Every one of us felt the specialness of
participating with a true master of movement. And rather then
being dour or stern his lively sense of humor keep us all laughing
and smiling.
Eighty met for a banquet held in Master Chiang and Madam
Liu's honor on Saturday evening. JoAnna picked an excellent
local Chinese restaurant. There were dishes served that most of
us have never had before, everything was delicious. JoAnna presented the masters with Hawaiian leis which they appreciated
very much. I was lucky enough to be sitting at a table close to
theirs and could appreciate the fragrant flower scents along with
them. Conversations were going on nonstop all evening between
students, teachers, spouses and family members attending the
feast. The only complaint would be that there was too much
good food! Master Chiang and Madam Liu donated 2 paintings
to be raffled off after dinner. I don't know which made us drool
more, the paintings or the food.
The second day Master Chiang spent several hours continuing
(Continued on page 11)
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World Tai Chi & Qigong Day
JoAnna Schoon, CA. & Nick D’Antoni & Lynne Sharpe, Walla Walla, WA.

W

orld T'ai Chi and Qigong Day 2003 was celebrated by Guang Ping Yang taiji players in the Orange County
area at Irvine Valley College on Saturday April 12. This is the 4th year I've organized World T'ai Chi and
Qigong Day, and invited six other teachers to participate. We enjoyed having the different teachers lead us
through qigong exe rcises and acupressure self-massage. GPYTCA member Judy Shields led us through
Dayan qigong movements, and GPYTCA member Valarie Prince Gabel demo nstrated taiji sword. Others performed taiji broadsword and a fast Yang family set. Guang Ping Yang taiji players
made up almost half of the 175 people who attended.
I urge all Guang Ping Yang taiji players to participate in, or organize their own event for next year. It is a wonderful way to network with other taiji and qigong folks, and to promote interest in
taiji and qigong. Bill Douglas, founder of World T'ai Chi and
Qigong Day, is a Guang Ping Yang taiji teacher who has done
much to promote taiji and qigong, bringing these practices to a
wider audience. You can visit his organizing website to find out
more, www.worldtaichiday.org

A

nd here inWalla Walla we organized a little event
here too, and had a great time. About 20-25 people showed up, in addition to a few of our students.
We all did some basic warm-ups together and I
taught everyone the peng, lu, ji, ahn set of moves. We had a little
time to practice it a bit. Then everyone all performed the set together several times at 10:00am. Everybody seemed to be having a
lot of fun. We also had demonstrations of Guang Ping, Chen style
taiji (from a friend in town), some Qigong exercises and Dr. Paul
Lam's "Tai Chi for arthritis" set (also from a friend), straight sword,
and push-hands. It felt like a good beginning. Thought I'd share a
few shots of the morning with you.
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T'ai Chi Around The WWWorld
by Nick D'Antoni

I

n this edition I thought I’d take a bit of a side trip with you. Hsing-I Chuan (Xinyiquan), or hsing-i (xingyi), is one of
the oldest forms of internal Chinese martial arts and as such it is closely related in many ways to tai chi. In fact, our
Guang Ping Yang style t’ai chi set includes movements that very much incorporate the spirit and essence of hsing-i. Of
course I’m talking particularly about the short sequence of: Push with two hands forward, Box opponents ears, and Cannon through the sky. The drilling, straight-line focus of this sequence is strikingly different from many other movements in the
form which make use of the circle and/or spiral. So, I thought it might be fun to explore a few hsing-i related sites with you this
month, as a way of helping us further our understanding of some of the principles built into our Guang Ping set.
As usual, neither I nor the Guang Ping Yang Tai Chi Association is making any editorial statement of support for the pages listed
here and we are not responsible for the quality or accuracy of any of the content at any of these sites. Also as usual there are many
more sites available than are listed below. I encourage you to explore a little on your own. If you do, then I’ve accomplished
what I set out to do. ENJOY!
Shen Wu Xing Yi Quan
http://www.shenwu.com/hsingi.htm
This is the main Hsing-I page from Tim Cartmell’s Shen Wu Academy. The page includes a fairly lengthy history of
hsing-i as well as links to the rest of Shen Wu’s offerings, including their A Virtual Academy. It’s well written and includes some general discussion of principles common to all three internal Chinese arts (hsing-i, tai chi, and pa-kua). Well
worth a viewing.
Beginner’s Guide: Xing Yi Quan (Hsing-I Chuan)
http://www.sixharmonies.org/pages/Xingyiquan1.htm
A good place to begin if you don’t know much about hsing-i but are interested. It=s a clear and concise introduction to
some of the concepts and history. There is also some discussion of the similarities and differences of three major styles:
Shanxi, Hebei, and Henan.
Xing Yi Info
http://www.plumpub.com/info/knotebook/boxxingyi.htm
This page displays the title: Tell Me About: XING YI CHUAN, and that’s pretty much what it does, too. Discussion of
history and lineage, including a Heritage Chart, a table of Xingyi Five Elements, and brief discussions of the animal attributes associated with the practice are all included along with other related material.
Hsing-I Martial Arts Institute
http://www.hsing-i.com/
In their own words, this is AA Site devoted to Hsing I (XingYi), Pa Kua (BaGua) and Tai Chi (TaiJi). And a very nicely
put together one it is, too. Click buttons on this home page that will take you to information on any of the three internal
arts featured here. There’s also a collection of mpeg videos to browse through and view. Take a look-see.
Hsing-I Journal Archive
http://www.hsing-i.com/hsing-i_journal/index.html
This is the online archive of articles originally published in Hsing-I Journal. A The Hsing I Journal was Published by
Mike Patterson and Pai Hui Ke Enterprises from 1994 to 1997. It represents and interesting and informative collection of
written material about hsing-i chuan. Of special interest here is the link, currently near the top on the left side of the page,
to an article that is an interview with Master Henry Look, GPYTCA Founder and Honorary Chairman. Cool!
Mankato School of Internal Martial Arts - History of Hsing I Chuan
http://www.internet-connections.net/web/kungfu/hsingiindex.htm

(Continued on page 8)
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(Continued from page 5)

Pretty self-explanatory title, really. Not fancy, but clear and organized, this site has basic info about the history and origins as well as links to other related styles.
Other Sites of Interest:
Xing Yi Quan
http://www.plumflower.com/xing_yi.htm
This link takes you to a page from which you can purchase the book: Xing Yi Quan Xue: The Study of Form Mind Bo xing, by: Sun Lu Tang, and translated by: Albert Liu.
Wushu: Brief Wushu History
http://cclib.nsu.ru/projects/satbi/satbi-e/martart/wushu/index.html
Hosted by the Siberian Association of Traditional Martial Artists (SATBI), this page has links to various historical summaries of various styles of Chinese Martial Arts that includes a long list of styles and schools. Some of this looked very
interesting but I haven’t spent much time exploring yet so I don’t know about the quality of it all. But check it out!
Chinese Kung Fu Association: Tai Chi Chuan Glossary
http://www.ckfa -kungfu.com/taijiquan/glossary.htm
The China Experience: China Culture Index
http://www.chinavista.com/experience/index.html
A cool, eclectic collection of links for all sorts of things related to China and Chinese Culture. Some fascinating stuff can
be gotten to from here.
Don’t forget to visit GPYTCA’s own website: http://www.guangpingyang.org. There you can join or renew you membership in the association, order the 2000 conference photos CD, or purchase 2001 and 2002 conference session videotapes and more!
ATTENTION MEMBERS! If you who have website and want to be sure that it’s listed on the "Guang Ping Links" page of the
association website, please send me your URL. As always you can send me your comments and suggestions via e-mail at: ndantoni@charter.net; or by post: Nick D'Antoni, 962 Hobson St., Walla Walla, WA 99362-2479.
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Chin To Toe by Jay Dunbar, PH.D.

C

hin-to-toe has been the special legacy of Guang Ping Yang Taijiquan ever since Yang Banhou required Wang
Jiaoyu to touch his chin to his toe before he would accept him as a student (see the article by Master Henry Look in
v. 1, issue 1 of The Universal Post). According to William Wong Chin in v. 1, issue 2:

“Dr. Y.C. Chiang of El Cerrito CA. is the recognized leader of the fifth generation of masters of Guang Ping Yang
Taijiquan. Before he was accepted as a student, he was required to achieve Chin -To-Toe in 100 days. Chin-To-Toe is the hallmark exercise of Dr. Chiang's Wen Wu School in El Cerrito. Rather than a goal or destination, Chin-To-Toe is a launch point. All
traditional masters of Guang Ping Yang Taijiquan began with Chin-To-Toe.”
Before becoming a student of Master Jou, Tsung-Hwa, I studied Guang Ping Taijiquan for three years, and traveled from New
Jersey to San Francisco in 1976 to study with Master Kuo Lien-Ying. I have never achieved chin-to-toe, but I began a One Hu ndred Day Program in my school to encourage students to achieve “impossible” goals: specifically, chin -to-toe (in honor of Master
Kuo) and a one-foot penny toss with the dantian (in honor of Master Jou).
In March 2003, one of my students, Denise Flora, became the first in our school to achieve the chin-to-toe stretch. Most people who hear of it do not believe this stretch is possible: "The legs are longer than the torso!" they exclaim. But a picture is worth
a thousand words. Please go to the link on our website at http://www.magictortoise.com/100day.htm#denisetoe for an article Denise wrote offering her insights into achieving this stretch. Congratulations, Denise!

Denise doing Chin To Toe
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Tricia’s Tai Chi Tips

E

ver wonder how to apply what you’ve learned from practicing your set to
the rest of your life?
Try this the next time you’re walking uphill:

Stop. Flex your knees gently, and assume the tai chi standing (horse) position. It’s ok if you have to lean uphill a little to maintain your balance. Now relax your
lower back. That’s right, drop your butt (or tuck in your pelvis a little) to allow your
tailbone to point straight down and imagine your tailbone is being pulled down into the
ground by a huge weight. Release any tension in your lower back. This will drop your
center of gravity and put your weight squarely on your quads, just like when you’re doing a set.
Continue walking uphill, keeping your lower back in this relaxed mode.
Feel the difference? If you’re hiking up a steep hill or carrying any kind of backpack, I assure you that you will - none of that stiff lower back feeling and your quads
will get one heck of a workout.
Note: Yo u can do this while walking anywhere*, and it works well to cushion your
steps and back when walking long distances on cement.
*Doing this same practice while going down a steep slope puts a huge strain on
your knees. It is always advisable to use a walking stick or ski poles to brace your
weight when hiking downhill.
OK folks.
Got a tai chi question you want answered? Living fa r away from your instructor
and hitting a snag in your practice? Have some follow-up questions to a conference,
competition, or some reading that you’ve done? Most likely you’re not the only one
with that question, and if you are, you’ll open up other people’s minds just by asking!
Like Einstein said: I don’t have all the answers, but I know where to find them.
Email your question to me at taichi@bughunt.net and I’ll comb the veritable cornucopia of Guang Ping instructors on hand to find (at least) one answer for you.

[

[

[

Mission Statement
Guang Ping Yang Tai Chi Association
To promote, perpetuate, develop interest in, and preserve the quality of Guang Ping
Yang style T’ai Chi Chuan throughout the world, and to provide support for research
and education in Guang Ping Yang T’ai Chi in honor of the memory of Sifu Kuo Lien
Ying, who brought Guang Ping to the United States, and in commemoration of his
unselfish sharing of his many skills.
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his lecture and refining form. During his lecture he shared information regarding exercises for heath. A couple of tidbits were:
the arm and shoulder warm up or 'windmill' expels harmful chi as
well as benefiting the shoulder, toe kicks stimulate yang merid ians and heel kicks stimulate the yin, and the removal of excess
fire element is accomplished by slow inhale of breath and rapid
exhale. Questions were asked and answers were given. He holds
no secrets, shares all he knows.
His true love of martial arts, chi, green tea, etc., and obvious
respect for all life was there for all to see no matter the level of
the attendee. I
have been practicing tai chi for
over 25 years and
thoroughly enjoyed the entire
event. A student
of mine came to
the Sunday lecture after having
only 3 weeks of
lessons. She told
me how happy
she was to have
followed my advice to not miss
this 'once in a life time event.'
I feel as if I have
received a vitamin booster shot in the chi! My motivation to
practice more has been heightened. I feel a renewed desire to
watch every step, every shift of weight, every arm/hand/hip/
shoulder/knee/foot/wrist/waist/head/back movement more closely
then ever.
For those of you who have not or will not have the
same opportunity I highly recommend you attend at least
one of the Guang Ping Association conferences. There is
that same sense of sharing, learning and camaraderie going
on among the teachers and students. You come away with
such a sense of renewed enthusiasm.
And lastly but not least I wish to extend 10,000 thanks
to JoAnna Schoon who held the vision of the workshop up
high enough to make it happen. It was a ton of work coordinating Shrfu and Shrmu's visit: accommodations, meals,
transportation, etc. She also spearheaded the fund raising,
registration of students for not only workshops but medical
consultations. JoAnna made sure there was green tea for
all as well as teacups, teapots, hot water, all for 70 people!
Job well done JoAnna.

[
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winning the gold metal and a second championship belt. Mr.
Brady was also nominated for this years male lei tai competitor
of the year.

Tournament News
By Gary Torres

T

he Guang Ping Yang Tai Chi Organization had representation at this year's
U.S.C.K.F. International Championships.
David Chin's Kung Fu and Little River Kung Fu
both sent fighters for this years full contact lei tai
championships.
Representing David Chin's Kung Fu was Chris
Walker. Walker won the gold metal and the champ ionship belt in the heavy weight division (195 lb.- 207
lb.).
Marilyn Cooper sent four fighters to represent her
school, Little River Kung Fu. Emiko Okamoto, 13
years old, won a silver metal in the light sparing division. Nicole Sickler took second and the silver metal
in the woman's full contact lei tai heavy weight division. Master Cooper also sent two men to fight in the
full contact lei tai championships. Ryan Cramer took
the silver metal in the middle weight (155 lb. - 168
lb.). Patrick Brady fighting at 208 lb. successfully
defended his world title in the unlimited weight class,
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